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Stores are closing around the country and consumers have shifted to

online shopping channels, so retailers have been implementing in-store

tech and omnichannel options to meet the perceived demands of the

modern shopper. 

A June 2018 survey by RIS News asked US internet users about the

ways they'd changed their shopping behavior compared with five years

ago. Not surprisingly, 83% said they now shopped online more, and

55% said they shopped at malls less often. Stores as a general category

had mixed responses; 24% of respondents shopped more in brick-and-

mortar locations, while 31% shopped in-store less. 

The leading new shopping option wanted by consumers was "grab and

go" technology (in which customers can self-checkout using their

smartphones); 59% said they'd like to use this, and 9% had used it.

Interactive shoppable screens in-store also had high interest. Stores like

Bonobos' Guideshops, in which you place an order but don't walk out

with products, had the highest number who had tried it (23%).

Consumers were not particularly interested in virtual reality for

immersive experiences (72%) or robots (70%), no matter how cool

they seem, while augmented reality to visualize products stands a

better chance for consumer adoption.

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/why-lowes-sears-planning-store-closings/5b7efdc2ebd40005bc4dc788
https://risnews.com/
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/shoppers-warming-up-retail-tech/5b314fe6ebd40003b8491a22
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Most of the retailers (87%) surveyed in July 2018 by Retail Systems

Research (RSR) thought the physical store would not lose importance

in the future, regardless of the barrage of recent closings. Fully 63% of

retail "winners" (those with an average annual sales growth rate of

4.5% or more) expected the store to become just one of many ways for

consumers to shop their brand. 

The biggest opportunity to most improve stores was borrowing from

what consumers like about online shopping and translating it in-store,

cited by 60% of retailers. And if money were not an issue, rolling out

new technologies to stores would be retailers' top choice for making

stores more relevant. 

Which tech do these retailers currently use and are happy with? Hardly

any. One of the most satisfactory consumer-facing solutions cited

(29%) was mobile app checkout, which aligns with consumer

expectations in the RIS study. More "winners" (34%) had implemented

https://www.rsrresearch.com/
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mobile app checkout well, and 65% of these retailers ranked this option

highest for potential value. 

2018 has seen a lot of interest in "scan and go" checkout, especially

among grocers who have already acclimated shoppers to self-

checkout. But it's not always a win for retailers. To wit, Walmart ended

its Scan & Go pilot earlier this year.

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/future-of-checkout-lies-with-ai-scan-go/5ab2aa99ebd4000ac0a8aca7
https://retail-index.emarketer.com/company/5374f24d4d4afd2bb4446614/walmart-wal-mart-stores-inc
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/shoppers-really-that-resistant-scanning-bagging-their-own-goods/5afc7eaaebd40003a0c246a6

